Temporary humanitarian concern visas
THE AXED TEMPORARY PROTECTION VISA HAS BEEN REINTRODUCED UNDER
THE GUISE OF AN EXISTING CLASS OF VISA. HERE’S WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW:
what is a temporary humanitarian concern visa?

key aspects of the THC visa

Temporary humanitarian concern visas were originally
introduced in 1999, to help those fleeing Timor and
Kosovo. They were given to individuals who had been
granted a ‘safe haven’ visa as a result of being in grave fear
for their personal safety because of the circumstances that
led to their displacement from their country of origin.
When the Government failed in its attempt to reintroduce
Temporary Protection Visas in December 2013, it looked
for another way to ensure that asylum seekers arriving by
boat would not be granted a permanent protection visa.
Life under a Temporary Humanitarian Concern (THC) visa
brings uncertainty and fear. THC holders are unable to put
down roots, and - like those on Temporary Protection Visas
(TPVs) - are more likely to suffer from depression, anxiety
and post-traumatic stress disorder. Life under a THC is a
life lived in limbo.
When asked why the Government
was introducing THCs, the Minister
for Immigration said:

It is not illegal to seek asylum.
Ever.

family reunification
There is no right to family
reunification through either
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the Special Humanitarian
Program or the General
Migration Program. If thc
visa holders leave
Australia at any point, they
cannot return. AGE 30
BY WOMAN

granting the THC visa
asylum seekers granted a THC
can never reapply for a
permanent protection visa.
They will never be allowed to
resettle in australia. the
length of their visa is open
to ministerial discretion,
however it is designed to be a
short-term visa. The THC visa
will be applied
retrospectively to the 20,000
asylum seekers currently on
bridging visas.

right to education

“the
government’s
policy has
always been to
deny permanent
visas to
illegal
arrivals.”

school-age children may
attend school, however it
is not clear whether they
will be charged
international student
fees. This must be
negotiated with individual
schools by the parents,
and is subject to the
various state/territory
regulations.

right to work
THC holders will be granted
the right to work. unless the
visa holder was already
enrolled in an english
language class, however, they
will not have access to
language programs.

right to health
THC holders will be able
to access medicare, and subject to ministerial
determination - limited
welfare assistance. They
will be provided with
short-term access to
counselling for torture
and trauma.
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